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WELA is lifting female voices to
ensure that women’s insights,
knowledge and contributions are
fully integrated into the changes
we need to make to save the planet
and ourselves.

1. Society and the Environment
at a Crossroads
WELA has come into being when society and the environment are at a crossroads. It links two
pressing issues—gender equity and environmental protection—and is built on the belief that
gender equity will not only transform Australia’s political process, boardrooms and communities,
it will create a far more effective environment movement.
WELA is lifting female voices to ensure that women’s insights, knowledge, and contributions are fully
integrated into the change we need to make to save the planet. Our mission is urgent. We need all
hands on deck—women and men.

The crossroads
Scientists all over the world warn that we face a planetary emergency brought on by resource
depletion, pollution, deforestation, biodiversity loss and climate change. We have a decade to bring
down greenhouse gas emissions before the lives of millions of humans, plants and animals are
impacted by irreversible climate change. Already species extinction, habitat loss and unregulated
human consumption of resources are cutting down the tree of life that sustains the whole planet.
Only we can make the changes needed. Future generations will bear the consequences. It is
our responsibility to act. In Australia, this means revitalising the sector and reversing the funding
squeeze governments have imposed on the environment. A rapid increase in public money and
resources is imperative but will only work if there is capacity to use them well. Women, particularly
those currently unpaid, are a key pool of talent to develop and draw from. We need an environment
movement tuned to gender equity and receptive to bringing women into leadership roles with their
fresh ideas and drive. That’s where WELA comes in—empowering individual women and supporting
gender equity in the movement.
Many would assume that gender equity exists in the environment sector. Unfortunately lived
experience and research shows similar inequalities to those in society at large.
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2. The Genesis of WELA
WELA was born out of the work of the late Dr Jane Elix as part of the Australian Research Council
(ARC) study of women leaders and their role in the creation of a democratic society titled Australian
Women and Leadership in a Century of Australian Democracy. For the chapter on women in the
environment movement Jane Elix conducted a series of extraordinary interviews chasing down
women, some with public profile, others invisible to the public at large, to hear their stories.1
After the ARC project finished, over 30 women environmentalists gathered in Canberra in 2012 to be
briefed on the results and discuss ways forward. They included both interviewees and new young
active women from the movement. Their ideas for what was needed underpin WELA (Attachment 1).
In 2013, a forum convened by the Australian Environmental Grantmakers Network (AEGN) catalysed
the next phase, resulting in philanthropic support to develop the ideas from Canberra into fundingready projects. A number of active women environmentalists were interviewed to help shape the
program. Many were moved by the concept of a leadership and mentorship program designed for
them. Most had never had any professional leadership development (or the income to afford such a
program). WELA reflects their voices.
In 2016, encouraged by support from philanthropists, the WELA Reference Group was established
by the Green Institute and offered the first WELA program aimed at empowering individual women
in their environmental leadership. The positive feedback from WELA 2016 participants was so
overwhelming that the Reference Group determined to secure funds to repeat the program in 2017
and again in 2018. The format each year has been similar, built around three residential retreats
at Commonground in Victoria with about 20 women participating. Follow up with participants
and their personal feedback has indicated that WELA has had a significant impact on the lives of
participating women, both personally and in their campaign and organisational roles.

1

Elix, J and Lambert, J, 2014 Passionate defenders, accidental leaders: women in the Australian environment movement, Diversity in Leadership:
Australian women, past and present, edited by Joy Damousi, Kim Rubenstein and Mary Tomsic, ANU Press, The Australian National University,
Canberra, Australia.
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In the years since Jane Elix’s work first inspired WELA, attention to the role of women in society
has exploded. The #metoo effect is catalysing reflection and to some degree action, globally and
in Australia, especially by women. With some notable exceptions, the environment movement
generally has not, at least publicly, been pro-active.

WELA at a glance
WELA aims to:
•

empower women in their leadership for the environment

•

support and promote gender equity in the environment movement

Between 2016 and 2018, 52 women from across Australia and one from East Timor
participated in the WELA retreat program, aiming to empower women in their
environmental leadership. The groups were chosen to reflect diversity of geography,
age, background, environmental interest and experience. Indigenous participation was
emphasized.
In 2019, WELA will focus on strengthening the WELA network and supporting gender
equity in the environment movement. The retreat program will resume in 2020.
WELA is a program of the Green Institute, a small Canberra-based non-profit organisation.
It is managed by a separate Reference Group (see p.14)
The all-inclusive cost of the WELA retreat program is $5000 per participant. Scholarships
ensure that no-one is excluded for financial reasons.
www.welaprogram.org.au
https://www.facebook.com/welaprogram
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3. The Environment Movement
The ‘environment movement’ means different things to different people. WELA has adopted a broad
conception of the ‘movement’ based on people rather than organisations. We welcome women who
see their work for the environment, paid or unpaid, as a vocation, something more than a job. All
want to bring about positive change that addresses key environmental and social challenges.
The definition of the ‘environment’ is similarly holistic: it includes the Earth, the natural world and the
systems that sustain it, and the surroundings that impact on human life, health and wellbeing. Groups
or organisations working on nature, climate, landcare, pollution, urban quality of life are all part of it and
individual environmentalists work in a range of settings within it: in Environmental NGOs (environmental
non-government organisations), independently, in the public sector, and in the private sector.
Characterisation of the environment movement is hampered by poor data. For example, ABS statistics are
industry-based and ‘environment’ is not an industry. For environmental NGOs, the requirement to register
with the Australian Charities and Not-for-profits Commission (ACNC) provides an important source of
data. Frustratingly, there is no comparable data on environmental expenditure and employment in the
public and private sector. There is very little information about gender in the environment movement.

Environmental NGOs
The NGO component of the environment movement has around 1500 registered organisations,
a small number of which are established and relatively well-resourced (AEGN 2018).2 ACNC data
suggests that two-thirds of these have been established since 2000. In addition there are thousands
of community-based groups.
Environmental NGOs are poorly resourced compared with non-environmental charities. Their combined
revenue is less than 1% of the total for all charities (AEGN 2018), partly because few Environmental NGOs

2

AEGN (2018) Capacity building funding framework https://aegn.org.au/2018/11/capacity-building-funding-framework/
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are engaged in government service delivery. Excluding government funding, gross revenue for the sector
in 2016 was $485 million; the top ten groups accounted for 36% of this ($173 million).3
Environmental NGO employment is correspondingly low: 2500 full time, 3600 part time, 1600 casual
(all full-time equivalent).4 Fewer than 150 organisations have more than 2 full time staff, and only
60 have ten or more. On the other hand, volunteer participation reported by these organisations
involves an astonishing 960,000 people.5
The small number of Environmental NGOs with significant resources and staff means that few can
provide training or organised development programs for either staff or volunteers. For those able to
support participation in programs like WELA, the flow-on effect to volunteers is significant.

To consider…
Few Environmental NGOs have the capacity to fully fund WELA participation for either staff or
volunteers and Environmental NGO staff are a relatively small pool of potential WELA
participants.
The volunteer pool in the environment movement is enormous. Improved leadership amongst
this group would benefit the environment directly. The volunteer pool is also a vital and likely
source of future paid staff in the environment movement.

3.2 Gender and Environmental NGOs
Anecdotally, women are the backbone of the environment movement and the majority of
volunteers. This was noted by Jane Elix in 1989 (Green Girls and Ecological Housewives), and again
in 2011 when embarking on the project that gave rise to WELA.6 This is a strongly shared perception
amongst environmentalists but, by contrast, ABS data from 2010 suggest that male environment
volunteers outnumber women.7
3

Source: ACNC 2016 data provided by AEGN. The data set includes around 900 organisations with a primary focus on the environment; excludes
organisations naming ‘environment’ as one of several activities

4

Ibid

5

Ibid. This likely double-counts people volunteering for more than one organisation but is nevertheless a very substantial level of engagement,
especially relative to paid staff.

6

https://janeelix.wordpress.com/2011/04/19/women-leaders-social-change/

7

ABS 44410_2010, Voluntary Work. Australia
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In formal leadership roles, men continue to dominate. Eight of the top 10 environmental NGOs by
revenue (excluding government grants) have male CEOs. These positions are relatively well-paid and
turn-over tends to be low. Collectively, the boards of this group of organisations are more equal,
60% male, 40% female.8 It should be remembered that Environmental NGO board positions are rarely
if ever remunerated.
Notably the Australian Conservation Foundation (ACF), which in 2011 had a male leader and a
minority of women in senior roles, now has a female CEO and 50% of senior managers, board and
the elected council are female. ACF has been particularly supportive of WELA.

To consider
Baseline research on gender equity in the environment movement would enable
change to be tracked over time (ACNC data includes board membership).
WELA and other programs could be better targeted if the large pool of volunteers
working in the environment movement can be researched and characterised.

8

ACNC data
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WELA is an amazing gift. It is a rare chance
to stop, listen deeply, learn from other
passionate ecofeminists and reflect on your
own practice. What makes it tick is women
at all different stages of environmental
action and life coming together to make the
movement and themselves stronger.
Sandy Killick WELA 2016
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4. WELA Cohort
Applicants
WELA is open to all women who are active environmentalists living in Australia.9 There are no
restrictions on age, location or what part of the environment movement they come from (see
Attachment 2). Barriers to entry are reduced as far as possible by providing numerous scholarship
positions and equalising travel costs regardless of where the women are travelling from.
Each year WELA has been advertised as widely as possible, inviting Environmental NGOs to nominate
staff and volunteers, promoting it through social media, and directly approaching potential
participants. Each year 30–40 women applied of whom 20 were selected. This group size was chosen
for practical, experiential and financial reasons. Each year promotion has become easier as WELA
gained recognition and credibility.

Participants
Fifty-two women participated in WELA between 2016 and 2018 (see tables). The cohort is diverse—
geographically, in age, in the parts of the environment movement they are drawn from. Ages ranged
from 20s to 60s with two-thirds under 40; one-third have children; and they come from all states and
territories except SA/NT. About one-third live outside capital cities.
Given the lack of data about the environment movement overall, it is not possible to draw
conclusions about the extent to which the cohort represents the movement. Most of the women
were from environmental NGOs (80%). Others work in government (local, state) or independently.
About half the women were in paid roles; two were board members and one was a local councillor.
Unpaid volunteers were a significant group (19 women—37%). Many of the women were looking for
paid employment in the environment movement.

9

In 2017 one woman came from Timor Leste. Despite initial uncertainty about whether the context of her work might be too different from the rest
of the group, her participation was an unqualified success. It enriched everyone’s experience.
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WELA is important to me because,
as an Aboriginal person involved for a
very long time, I think it’s imperative
to begin the conversation about
the need for Aboriginal people and
environmentalists to come together
to work on some of the big issues
that are confronting us like climate
change. As both as participant in
2016 and a presenter in subsequent
years, WELA is a wonderful
opportunity to get women together
from a variety of backgrounds and
ages and involvement. I really hope
we can continue this.
View Cheryl’s message here.
Cheryl Buchanan, 2016: Guwamu Nation elder and lifetime campaigner for social and environmental justice

Diversity
The scarcity of women in leadership roles in the environment movement is only one aspect of lack of
diversity. We made special efforts to include Indigenous women in each WELA program and in 2018
specifically encouraged women from other marginalised constituencies to apply (such as women of colour,
culturally and linguistically diverse women, working class and regional women, women with disabilities).
Indigenous women and others from diverse backgrounds often won’t put themselves forward for a
residential training program such as WELA. Prospective participants need to be individually identified
and supported. This aspect of WELA needs to be strengthened in future programs.

To consider…
Should WELA incorporate an Indigenous liaison role to support and strengthen the
involvement of Indigenous women.
Should residentials be held in different states to make WELA more accessible for a
wider range of women over time and particularly for Indigenous women.
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Figure 1. Description of WELA participants
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Table 1. WELA participants and the environment movement10
Sector

Type

Reach

Independent
Environmental NGO

5
Broad-based
Specialised

National/international e.g. Greenpeace, ACF, TWS, FOE

8

State e.g. Conservation Councils, National Parks Associations, TEC

3

National/International e.g. 350, Bush Heritage, AYCC, AMCS, SEED,
Field Naturalists

13

State e.g. EDO, WA Forest Alliance
Local e.g. Groundswell, Green Skills, CSG-free Western Sydney
Public sector

# Women

6
10

State

1

Local

5

Private sector
Other

10

Timor Leste

1

Based on the role/location of each person at the start of their WELA year
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5. WELA Program
Residential Retreats
From 2016 to 2018, WELA focused primarily on empowering individual women in their work for
the environment. The program was designed to respond to expressed needs and feedback from
interviews with many women in the environment movement. Each year’s program also grew out of
the needs, interests and offerings of the participants. The program is collaborative and experiential
with an emphasis on developing skills which can be directly applied to participants’ real life
challenges.
WELA increases the capacity for women to lead in the environment movement by:
•

Understanding and planning to address barriers to women’s leadership—these include
personal limiting beliefs, organisational and movement dynamics, and broader societal
forces;

•

Developing skills and capacity to undertake personal change, organisational and
movement change, and societal change; and

•

Building a supportive community of women in the environment movement.

The program has been similar in each of the three years, bringing each group of participants
together for three residential retreats about three months apart. They have all been held at
Commonground near Seymour, Victoria, which provides meeting spaces, accommodation and
catering in a purpose-built facility. The atmosphere, tranquility and care provided are an important
contribution to WELA.
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The specifics of the WELA program have developed over the three years. In 2018 the program included:
•

Three residential retreats each of four days (see Attachment 3, WELA 2018 agenda outlines);

•

Mentoring sessions with experienced women environmental leaders;

•

Online connection of participants during and after the program;

•

A comprehensive collection of resources; and

•

Access to an ongoing WELA network.

The program is designed and presented by experienced facilitators lead by Holly Hammond
(Plan to Win, Vic). Core facilitators over the three years have been Holly Hammond, Dr Louise Duxbury
(Green Skills, WA), Dr Sue Lewis (Green Institute Board, Vic) and India Prior (Plan to Win, Vic).
Guest presenters are invited each year. In 2018 they included Aunty Bernadette and Aunty Angela
(Taungurung Elders), Christine Milne AO (former Senator and leader of the Australian Greens), Kelly
O’Shanassy (CEO of the Australian Conservation Foundation), Dr Joan Staples (academic and civil
society advocate), Cheryl Buchanan (traditional owner from Guwamu Nation and Nyurin Clan),
Huong Truong (former Victorian MP and WELA alumnus), Imogen Jubb (Beyond Zero Emissions and
WELA alumnus), and Kirsty Albion (Australian Progress and former National Director of the Australian
Youth Climate Coalition).
Each retreat also included contributions from WELA reference group members who have a wealth
of experience in environmental leadership, including Margaret Blakers OAM, Dr Sue Lewis, Karen
Alexander OAM and Dr Judy Lambert AM.

WELA Waves
From the start, individual participants have taken the initiative to share WELA more widely, using
what they have learnt as well as the resources provided as part of WELA. For example:

Queensland
Empowering North Queensland Women for the Environment, 2016. WELA-inspired program organised
by the Queensland Conservation Council and North Queensland Conservation Council. Holly
Hammond helped design the program and participated.
Gender strategy for the Queensland conservation movement. In development.
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New South Wales
Standing up for Nature, 2018. WELA-inspired event organised by Maddy-Rose Braddon at the Lismore
Women’s Festival.

ACT
2018 networking. WELA Canberra organised three events bringing together women from across
the environment movement and providing an important link between young women new to the
movement and those who’ve been involved for decades. There is enthusiasm to continue in 2019.
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6. Management and Money
Governance
WELA is managed by a Reference Group on behalf of the Green Institute. The Reference Group is
responsible for the overall direction and management of the program, fundraising, promotion and
participant selection. Its current members include the originators of WELA, WELA alumni and the
course coordinators. Their work on the Reference Group is on a voluntary basis.
Members of the Reference Group feel privileged to have been part of WELA for the last three years
and to have met such an inspiring group of women through the program.

WELA Reference Group 2018
Dr Sue Lewis, coordinator and facilitator
Karen Alexander OAM
Margaret Blakers OAM
Imogen Jubb
Dr Judy Lambert AM
Giz Watson
Holly Hammond, course organiser, lead facilitator
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Finances
The three WELA programs have cost $220,000 in total, approximately $4230 per participant. Funding
has come from donations and sponsorship ($108,000) and fees paid directly by participants or their
organisations ($91,000). The Green Institute has provided financial management at no charge and is
also carrying a loss of $15,500 to date.
A consolidated financial summary is at Attachment 4.

Fundraising
WELA has been funded annually by fees, grants and donations. The Reference Group and
participants are enormously grateful to the individuals and organisations that have supported WELA
during the last three years. As a ‘start up’ program the Reference Group has been fundraising year-toyear aiming for grants and sponsorship of $5000 per participant. This has been relatively effective but
time-consuming. We also experimented with crowdfunding, raising $2355 in 2017 and $19,600 in
2018, but again this is time-consuming and the returns are not commensurate with the effort.

WELA funding
We thank the following organisations for their support through grants and sponsorship
and the many individuals who have donated to WELA and sponsored participants.
Felicity Wishart Legacy Fund

Graeme Wood Foundation

Melliodora Fund

Foundation for Rural and Regional Renewal

Blue Mountains East Timor Sisters

Groundswell Gloucester
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To consider…
As WELA grows, its governance needs to be reviewed and strengthened with planning and
decisions based on a three to five year program.
For WELA to be financially viable over three to five years, funding has to be secured for this
period. Year to year fundraising reliant on a group of volunteers cannot be sustained.
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7. Impact
WELA has clearly been meeting a deep need for women environmentalists. This need has few means
of expression in a movement that is disparate, relatively poorly resourced and scattered across a
vast continent. WELA participants have gained a new appreciation of the history and diversity of the
movement and of women’s contributions to it. They have valued the time to reflect; appreciated the skills,
confidence and resources they have gained; and enjoy the supportive network they have become part of
(Attachment 5). They have stepped into activities and roles they may not otherwise have considered.

Quotes from WELA participants:

WELA is playing a crucial role in transforming the environment movement to be a stronger, more
successful force to face the increasing challenges in creating a sustainable future. The wealth of
knowledge and experience of the WELA reference group is being carefully passed on to present and
emerging women leaders to ensure we know and build on our own strengths and learn from those
who have gone before us, benefiting our campaigns and causes. The WELA retreats are a perfect
balance of new content, tools, lessons as well as space to reflect, try new things, strategise, learn,
grow and build community. I’m leaving WELA not just as a more leaderful change agent but one
with a powerful network of inspiring, supportive women for years to come.
Teryn Crick, Community Organising Program Manager,
Australian Conservation Foundation, 2018

WELA has enabled me to take all I thought impossible to challenge in the system and reframe it to
make me feel powerful and capable of making change.
Libby Harper, 2018
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After 17 years in the union movement, I’m new coming to this space. Without WELA I’m not sure how
my first year in this incredible, diverse, complex and important movement would have turned out.
The women who run and participate in this course all have so much to offer and I am grateful for the
opportunity to have met them all and to now have them in my life-long journey in this movement.
Thankyou.
Maria Cirillo, 2017

WELA is about building strength within the environment movement by enhancing the skills of
female environmental leaders. WELA’s power is in the strength of the collective. WELA brings
together a group of women to learn from each other, to challenge and inspire, provides a space to
network and build relationships so they can return to their work—in community, government,
non-government, politics—stronger, more connected and better able to have the impact they
need to create positive environmental change.
Bernadette Thomas, 2017

WELA is an amazing gift. It is a rare chance to stop, listen deeply, learn from other passionate
ecofeminists and reflect on your own practice. What makes it tick is women at all different stages
of environmental action and life coming together to make the movement and themselves stronger.
So it’s a chance to give back as well.
Sandy Killick, 2016

Overcoming various environmental challenges and creating a future where people and nature can
thrive demands a new type of leadership across our organisations and communities. The WELA
program provided the teaching, relationships and space for reflection that allowed me to identify
with and accept this challenge and recognise the role I can play in leading, generating
and empowering that change.
Victoria McKenzie-McHarg, 2016
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8. WELA 2019 and Beyond
In July 2018 a ‘WELA summit’ with members of the WELA reference group, facilitators and some
participants reviewed the first three years of WELA and considered its future. We re-affirmed that
WELA’s purpose is twofold:
•

to empower women in their leadership for the environment; and

•

to support the environment movement’s transition to gender equity.

The first objective has been the focus of WELA 2016–18.
In 2019, WELA will undertake a year of outreach addressing the second objective, supporting
activities to foster women’s leadership and networking and consolidating the alumni network. In
2020, the WELA retreat program will be offered again.
The 2019 program will depend on the level of funding secured. At minimum two components
are planned:
•

activities at state or regional level organised by WELA alumni, friends and the Reference
Group supported by a coordinator; for example, networking, support for developing
women’s caucuses in key environmental NGOs, training and mentoring; and

•

a national WELA gathering in the second half of 2019 bringing together WELA alumni from
2016 to 2018, the Reference Group, guests and friends.

WELA will also seek philanthropic support to employ a fundraiser to raise funds for a three to five
year program, building on what WELA has already achieved and giving life to the ideas of Australia’s
women environmentalists.

To consider…
Carry out an independent evaluation of WELA including interviewing participants from
all three years to see what they value, how it has influenced their work in the environment
movement, what they would like to see for the future.
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Attachments
Attachment 1.
Women in Leadership Gathering, Canberra 12 October 2012
What are we going to do about it????
Notes from the final session of the day lightly edited
1. Foster female leadership
•

Develop a mentoring culture, both formal and informal—asking, saying yes.
Commit to saying yes.

•

Develop a national mentoring project to foster female leadership and seek funds to establish
online mechanism to broker mentoring/tap into existing mentoring programs.

•

All go back and comment on Jane’s blog.

•

Self-training/networking (pre Mittagong model).

2. Address tension between professionalism, integrity, culture
•

Professionalism is necessary. Build grounding into daily operations.
(place/issues—be conscious, e.g venue choices).

•

Stay grounded with members.

•

Stay grounded with our roots and our history. Build it into how we practice.

3. Tackle gender issues in the large established NGOs
•

On a cost-benefit basis, it’s probably better to focus on smaller newer emerging NGOs instead.

•

Prepare for future change.

•

Ask current leaders to consider job-sharing as a mentoring/capacity building initiative.
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4. Support smaller new NGOs
•

Establish Jane Elix award—money in/money out basis. Could be used to support young
women in the environment movement; small grants to individuals for specific purposes/
enhancing their capacity and building resilience in smaller organisations; personal support etc.
Potentially via tax deductible donations to the Green Institute.

•

More formal training, networking programs to build capacity—look for a five year grant.

•

Publication program: women leaders’ stories from the environment. Relate to training program.
Widely available publication. Provide a campaign archive; stop reinventing the wheel; enable us
to write our own stories. Include audio/video (propagate in the communications technology
that will be relevant in the future!).

5. Broaden sharing of experiences
•

Plan for more of these sort of gatherings with more emphasis on experience-sharing. Focus on
information-sharing, team building across generations and groups.

•

Possibly regional ‘campfire’ gatherings to reconnect with a special place; opportunities for
exchange with women from other parts of the social change movement (consumers, Aboriginal
women etc).

6. Make the breadth of the current problem more transparent internally but in respectful
ways that remain ‘in house’
•

Model: Vic sponge cake brigade example—humour as a catalyst to start the discussion,
challenge the paradigm.

•

Develop specific communication protocols between the major national groups and smaller
organizations, recognising that the mandate for major groups comes in significant part from the
membership of smaller groups.

•

Send a letter from this gathering to the leaders of environment groups.

7.

Broaden the collection of stories

•

Record more of the stories a la Jane’s work, but particularly bring in more young leaders.

•

Conduct more interviews with young leaders.
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8. More money
•

•
9.
•

Joint approach to philanthropics for funding to:
a)

Support small groups working in collaborative grass roots fashion

b)

Establish national mentoring model

c)

Training and capacity building

d)

Networking

e)

Activist support—living wage

Supported by video package of young women activists
Make social movements visible
Counter focus on individuals by trying to get more visibility for social movements in the media,
e.g. on ABC.

10. Research on democracy/environment
•

Relationship between two party/multiparty government and environmental outcomes—which
gives better environmental outcomes.

•

How parliaments/governments overseas relate to Greens and learning from overseas
experience.

11. Technology education for less technically experienced persons
•

How to use the new tools—document sharing, online seminars, facebook, twitter etc

Contacts:
Margaret Blakers

Margaret.blakers@bigpond.com

Judy Lambert

judy@communitysolutions.com.au

Sue Lewis

violetsuelewis@gmail.com

Karen Alexander

karen@snowgumpress.com.au
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Attachment 2.
WELA application form
Applicants were asked to answer the following questions, as well as providing the usual contact
information, referees and information about capacity to pay.
•

Please describe your current involvement in environmental campaigning and/or leadership

•

Why are you applying for the WELA program? What particular knowledge or skills do you want
to acquire or strengthen?

•

What is your current thinking about women and leadership issues in the environment
movement?

•

How do you expect to apply the skills and knowledge you acquire through the WELA Program?
How will you share what you learn with other women?

•

How do you think you are suited to participate in a series of experiential learning workshops
focusing on leadership with a cohort of 20 other women environmentalists?
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Attachment 3.
Agenda Outlines for WELA 2018
FIRST RETREAT
Monday 30 April
• Gathering at Commonground
• Dinner
• Welcome to WELA and getting to know each
other
• Welcome to Commonground
• Sharing the women leaders who inspire us—
bring a photo of a woman who has led the
way for you
Tuesday 1 May
• Acknowledgement of Taungurung Country
• Warming up to WELA, group agreements and
learning goals
• Timeline of environmental action—sharing
our experiences and key movement moments.
• What do we mean by ‘leadership’? Exploring
different approaches.
• Concurrent workshops, including 6 Styles of
Leadership and Building Strong Teams
• Evening fireside conversation and May Day
commemoration
Wednesday 2 May
• Story of Self: telling your own story powerfully
• Women’s Leadership Panel:
• Kirsty Albion, Director of Strategy and
Engagement at Australian Progress and
former National Director of the Australian
Youth Climate Coalition
• Margaret Blakers, OAM, legend of the
environment movement
• Huong Truong, Victorian State MP and
WELA 2017 graduate

• Concurrent workshops: Campaign Strategy;
Letting Go of Stories That Hold You Back; and
Finding Your Activist Path
• Evening film: Dirt Cheap, the story of the Mirrar
people’s resistance to the uranium industry
Thursday 3 May
• Where do women stand in Australian society?
• Gender dynamics in the environment
movement—presented by Dr Sue Lewis
• Identifying key issues impacting women in
workplaces and other groups
• Strategic questioning and action learning sets
—peer support and inquiry to support new
action
• Soiree—a celebration of our first retreat with
performances, songs and short videos from you!
Friday 4 May
• Action learning sets
• Fundraising skills session
• Getting the most out of mentoring
• Preparing for action—your leadership goals
and next steps
• Reflection and evaluation
• Wrap-up and farewells
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SECOND RETREAT
Monday 30 July
• Gathering at Commonground by 6.30pm
• Dinner at 7pm
• Opening session: sharing news since we last
met
Tuesday 31 July
• Community organising approaches to
leadership—with Holly Hammond, suggested
reading below
• Franklin River Campaign Case Study—with
Louise Duxbury and Karen Alexander
• Skills workshops— incl presentation skills and
stepping others up as leaders
• Evening film: She’s Beautiful When She’s Angry
Wednesday 1 August
• Different approaches to social change and
roles in social movements—withHolly
• Skills workshops—incl resilience and
facilitation
• Women’s Leadership Panel with Kelly
O’Shanassy and Imogen Jubb
• Action learning sets

Thursday 2 August
• Presentations by you! Each WELA participant
will have 5 minutes to present on your work,
a story, or a key lesson you’d like to share. Half
the group will present at this retreat and the
other half at the third retreat. Short videos or
slideshows are welcome but don’t let it take
up all the time, we want to hear your voice.
• Working together for Country—Cheryl
Buchanan, from the Guwamu Nation and the
Nyurin (Emu) Clan in south-west Queensland.
• Skills workshops incl networking and
campaign advice
• Decolonising Solidarity—working in solidarity
with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
communities
• Evening film: Healing the River
Friday 3 August
• Participant presentations and action learning
sets continued
• Setting goals for your life
• Building networks of support
• Reflection and evaluation
• Wrap-up and farewells
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THIRD RETREAT
Monday 15 October
• Gathering at Commonground by 6.30pm
• Dinner at 7pm
• Opening session: sharing news since we last
met
• Introducing Judy Lambert from the WELA
reference group
Tuesday 16 October
• Relational meetings—with Holly Hammond
• Places to intervene in a system—with Louise
Duxbury
• Skills workshops tbc (see below)
Wednesday 17 October
• Relational meeting practice
• Presentations by you! Each WELA participant
will have 5 minutes to present on your work, a
story, or a key lesson you’d like to share. Short
videos or slideshows are welcome but don’t
let it take up all the time, we want to hear
your voice.
• Consciousness raising about sexual
harassment; A skills session tbc.
• Nature connection
• Women in politics—Christine Milne on
women’s leadership and the relationship
between the environment movement and
parliamentary politics.
• Politics and the environment movement—
Joan Staples on a history of the environment
movement and the impact of neoliberalism
over time.
• Evening fireside chats with Christine and Joan
hosted by Judy Lambert

Thursday 18 October
• Relational meeting practice
• More presentations by you!
• Strategising around gender equity in the
environment movement
• Open space workshops
• Evening soiree—a celebration of our time
together this year with performances, songs
and short videos from you!
Friday 19 October
• Open space report-backs
• More presentations by you!
• People sized board game—an activity
to consolidate lessons and supercharge
empowerment
• Reflection and evaluation
• Wrap-up and farewells
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Attachment 4.
WELA profit and loss, 1 January 2016 to 31 December 2018
Profit & Loss
WELA—The Green Institute Ltd
1 January 2016 to 31 December 2018
31 Dec 18

31 Dec 17

31 Dec 16

Income
Donations and Earned Income
		Event Income
		 Donations and sponsorship
		 Expenses donated (not claimed)
Total Donations and Earned Income

$29,272.74
$44,971.24
$465.00
$74,708.98

$28,681.84
$38,810.00
$5,000.00
$72,491.84

$56,365.99

Total Income

$74,708.98

$72,491.84

$56,365.99

Gross Profit

$74,708.98

$72,491.84

$56,365.99

$28.78
$370.35
$399.13

$46.64
$0.00
$46.64

$0.00
$132.00
$132.00

Meetings and Travel
		Travel
		 Venue Hire and Catering
Total Meetings and Travel

$11,827.50
$30,272.39
$42,099.89

$20,521.77
$27,090.91
$47,612.68

$13,139.04
$23,496.50
$36,635.54

Course Presentation
		Administration
		Coordination, Facilitation
Total Course Presentation

$0.00
$37,438.00
$37,438.00

$3,996.75
$26,501.00
$30,497.75

$2,666.12
$21,494.14
$24,160.26

Total Operating Expenses

$79,937.02

$78,157.07

$60,927.80

Net Profit

-$5,228.04

-$5,665.23

-$4,561.81

Less Operating Expenses
Administration expenses
		Banking
		Communication
Total Administration expenses
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Attachment 5.
WELA 2018—Overall Evaluation
Responses to questions completed at the end of the third retreat.
What did you value most about the program?
•

The mix—people, process, tools, strategies analysis, stories, food, beautiful place held by a
community that embodies everything we work to pursue and nurture in earth and people.

•

The way the process illustrated how love develops and grows when people come together
who share ideals. With love comes tolerance and both of these grow from sharing intimacy and
understanding. Learning about each other from each other.

•

Absolutely the opportunity to develop the relationships and connect with the intergeneration
of the movement.

•

Better understanding of gender dynamics and how they play out in the environment
movement. The opportunity/skills/knowledge/support to get rid of some of my own leadership
barriers. The practical campaign advocacy skills. The network of awesome women! Most of all.

•

The relationships/connections. Stepping into my power. The resources and knowledge of our
amazing presenters and the WELA reference group.

•

The connections with the WELA “giants”, lessons learned, being informally mentored by all
of them. Some really practical skills as well as resilience, presentation, storytelling. A greater
understanding of gendered element of environmental movements.

•

Meeting a supportive group of women who have similar experience and being able to form
friendships and bonding.

•

Introduction to social movements and intro to community organising strategies and skills.
Mentoring. Opportunities to hear from and meet with female leaders.

•

The connection with the other women and the incredible facilitators and the time we got to
share. All the content and the opportunity to co-create some of the content.

•

Creating a shared language and tool set that we can implement and build upon across the
environment movement and across Australia. Knowing there are other women before us and
with us who face similar challenges and being part of a powerful group of change agents and
the possibilities this brings. Also filled with a lot of courage and energy to go back into “the ring”
(aka real world) and enjoy my power.
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•

Input from wonderful women who are living their #bestlives e.g. reference group and guests.
The details e.g. affirmation envelopes, the letters from retreat #1, the fact we got fed and didn’t
have to clean up, that you’ll post the retreat #3 letter to us. The challenge, the strength, the
connection. It’s all awesome.

•

Well organised, facilitated and presented workshops and overall program. Meeting lots
of incredible women. All of the guest speakers. Residential retreats and CommonGround.
Opportunity for women to be vulnerable and share. Amazing facilitators and reference group
members.

•

That it was truly a retreat (relaxing—space to think—rejuvenating). The progression of the
content over the three retreats. For me it felt like it went from self development ot community
and support/strategy to campaign and the network. The facilitators and visitors and diverse
perspectives. The time to reflect over a year. The sheer amount of resources all of which I can
continue to use.

•

Community and network. Safe inclusive space to express, grow and learn. Content and
resources available on the google drive. The pouring of love, experience, support from one
generation to another.

•

The incredible, inspiring women who brought WELA to life. They continually call me to
identify how I can step up and stay engaged. I value their generosity in sharing their trials and
tribulations and their tenacity and determination. Being part of WELA—truly life changing.
My beautiful, courageous, funny, intelligent WELA sisters. The mentoring, diversity, the
facilitators, the focus. Having 3 week long residential retreats for maximum immersion and focus.

What should we do differently in future programs (this could be in relation to retreats,
logistics, applications process or anything else)?
•

Strictly allocate times for filming interviews and photographs based on understanding these
things need to be carefully set up and executed and can’t be rushed if you want them to work.
I do think documenting the alumni is very important for the program and a visual record is one
of the most powerful tools our society values and responds to. It’s a legacy issue as much as a
fundraising one.

•

Everything has been so good. Thank you.

•

Go deeper/have more time for some topics e.g. a overview before lunch and a continuation
after lunch. Some things seemed a bit too quick and I wanted to explore/apply more.
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•

Perhaps a mix of ages and targeted outreach to specific groups. Perhaps spending some more
time on particular strategies, skills in engaging.

•

Being from interstate I found it to be quite a long journey to come to Seymour 3 times, and felt
a little far from home when it came to the end of the Friday so it made the flight/travel back
quite exhausting. Perhaps if you get a cohort in NSW next time or have retreats in different
places to share the travel around.

•

I would have liked more content/teaching of tangible skills, although that may not be
compatible with the purpose of the retreat.

•

Some more detail or action plans for how we can work together to overcome cultural/
structural/other issues in our orgs to do with gender. Tools and tips for managing staff.
Analysis of personality types, individually and collectively.

•

Not sure, loved the program!

•

Honestly there’s just a magic in WELA that I’m not sure how you materialised it but I don’t
presume to want to tinker with it. So keep doing what you’re doing—it’s awesome!

•

Relate organising/campaigning skills back to women in the environment movement and how
these are relevant, can be used in relation to achieving gender equity.

•

Build up to greater role for participants in final retreat e.g. opportunities to step up and run
sessions or play a role. Structure application and debrief of key skills between retreats.

•

I think it would be really beneficial to have some tasks in between retreats to keep participants
actively engaged in the material, the WELA headspace and (if group work required or not even)
with each other. Not too time consuming but a check-in sort of thing.

Any other comments?
•

I really appreciated the time for reflection, the action-learning techniques and getting to put
tools (be they interpersonal like NVC or relationship meetings) or campaign related e.g. storybased messaging and power mapping) into practice.

•

It’s been ace and I hope we can keep WELA-ing next year. Will be great to open it up to more
women who can’t do the program somehow.

•

This was amazing, thank you.

•

Overall I am glad to have participated in WELA. It has provided me with a base understanding of
community organising and social movements that I want to build on. And a network!
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•

The program is very aimed towards campaigners, perhaps more government, organisational
focus in concurrents would be valuable.

•

Thank you from the bottom of my heart for your awesomeness. WELA is a beautiful program
and I am looking forward to applying all the lessons I have learnt in the real world. Thanks for
all the thought and everything you have put into developing the program. I have a feeling its
legacy will be felt and seen for many years to come.

•

Thank you all for bringing it all together!!

•

This was one of the most amazing experiences of my life and I’ll be forever grateful. Thank you!

•

This course is just incredible. Thank you so much for choosing me. I’m looking forward to staying
close by and helping WELA and women grow. I love you all.
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